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Hi there!

- I’m Federica Battisti
- Assistant Professor at COMLAB, Department of Engineering
- IEEE Senior Member
- IEEE Signal Processing Society Member
- IEEE Young Professionals Member
What do you think is the use of IEEE?
What do you think is the use of IEEE?

Unsupervised Video Orchestration Based on Aesthetic Features

Detecting integrity attacks in IoT-based Cyber Physical Systems: a case study on Hydra testbed

Abstract—The Internet of Things paradigm improves the classical information sharing scheme. However, it has increased the need for granting the security of the connected systems. In the industrial field, the problem becomes more complex due to the need of protecting a large attack surface while granting the availability of the system and the real time response to the presence of threats. In this contribution, we deal with the injection of tampered data into the communication channel to affect the physical system. The proposed approach relies on designing a secure control system by coding the output matrices according to a secret pattern. This pattern is created by using the Fibonacci p-sequence, numeric sequence depending on a key. The proposed method is validated on the Hydra testbed, emulating the industrial control network of a water distribution system.
IEEE is much more than IEEE Xplore

- IEEE Region 8 https://ieeeer8.org
- IEEE Collabratec® https://ieee-collabratec.ieee.org/
- IEEE Young Professionals https://yp.ieee.org/
- IEEEEXTREME https://ieeextreme.org/
- IEEE ResumeLab www.ieee.org/resumelab
IEEE Region 8

- Check out the activities organized within R8
IEEE Region 8

- Check out the R8 Student Branches
IEEE has technical Societies that provide benefits to members within specialized fields of interest. Society memberships enable you to stay current within your chosen technology profession, keep in touch with your peers, and invest in your career.

- You can browse the societies by:
  - Technology Focus Area (e.g. Aerospace, Bioengineering, Signal Processing)
  - Councils (e.g. IEEE Biometric Council)
I am a member of the SPS!
IEEE Societies

... and of the SPS Italy Chapter!
IEEE Collabratec®

- IEEE Collabratec is an integrated online community where technology professionals can network, collaborate, and create - all in one central hub.
IEEE Collabratec®

- Participate to communities based on your research interests
IEEE Collabratec®

- Create your own network
Manage Your Library: Create an easy-to-manage library by accessing online tools to search, store, and cite documents for your research all in one place.

YOU DON'T HAVE ANY ITEMS HERE YET

To add documents to this page. Get started by:

- [Uploading files](#) from your computer.
- [Searching for content](#) from IEEE Xplore.
- [Creating new documents](#) Microsoft OneDrive, Overleaf, Dropbox, Box or Google Drive.
- [Adding your publications](#) from IEEE Xplore.
- [Importing citations](#) from Mendeley or Zotero.
Manage Your Library: Get suggestions of publications matching your interests
Work Together in Workspaces: Create, organize, share, and collaborate virtually on projects or articles by creating a workspace where you have the option to invite selected individuals or allow anyone to discover and join.
IEEE Collabratec®

- Find job opportunities based on your needs
IEEE Collabratec®

Find upcoming events
IEEE Collabratec®

- Good practice: keep your profile updated!

Your profile is 70% complete

Add Photo to build a complete profile for more engaging IEEE Collabratec® experience. Help your colleagues recognize you.
IEEE Young Professionals

- IEEE Young Professionals is the group of IEEE members and volunteers who have graduated from their first professional degree within the past 15 years.
- You can join as Professional or as Student.
- You can meet face-to-face with your colleagues at Young Professionals Luncheons organized in conferences.
IEEEXtreme is a global challenge in which teams of IEEE Student members – compete in a 24-hour time span against each other to solve a set of programming problems.

Who can compete?
Teams up to 3 collegiate students who are current IEEE Student Members.
Any college or university can form multiple teams.

What could I get?
Fame: Unlimited bragging rights and an item for your resume
Fortune: The Grand Prize is a trip to an IEEE conference of your choice, anywhere in the world!

Where will it be held?
IEEEXtreme is a virtual event. Teams often organize around their local Student Branches

Not an IEEE member?
Join Today at: https://www.ieee.org/membership/join
IEEE ResumeLab

IEEE ResumeLab is an online service that allows IEEE members to develop a resume or curriculum vitae using a wide array of resume templates. Members can also perform mock interviews using over 900 potential interview to use during the interview process.
Thanks for your attention!

federica.battisti@uniroma3.it